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Casting news and premiere date for Shadow and Bone

Netflix brings a series based on Shadow and bone and Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo. More ihas been revealed about the actors who will be part of the cast.

Earlier, it was announced that Jessie Mei Li (Shortflix), Ben Barnes (Gold Digger), Amita Suman (Doctor Who), Freddy Carter (Pennyworth), Archie Renaux (Voyagers!), Kit Young (Endeavor) and Danielle Galligan (Game of Thrones) will be part of the cast in Shadow and Bone, an upcoming series from Netflix. It has now been announced that Sujaya Dasguptato, Daisy Head, Zoë Wanamaker, Kevin Eldon, Luke Pasqualino, Julian Kostov, Jasmine Blackborow, Gabrielle Brooks, Simon Sears and Calahan Skogman will also join the cast of the American fantasy series.
 
 Embed from Getty Images
 Daisy Head
 
 Last year, Netflix greenlighted Shadow and Bone, based on the books Shadow and bone and Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo. Shadow and bone is set in a world of perpetual darkness and revolves around Alina Starkov, a young soldier. Alina discovers that she has a hidden power that can reunite her divided land, but she is thwarted by enemies. Six of Crows is set after the story of Shadow and Bone. It is not yet clear how the series will merge the two stories or when the series will be released on Netflix.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: Game of Thrones spin-off about Jon Snow off the table for the time being]
Game of Thrones spin-off about Jon Snow off the table for the time being

The potential Game of Thrones sequel starring Kit Harington is no longer in development at HBO.

Today, 17:30

[image: NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS]
NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS

CBS has renewed NCIS and The Neighborhood for the 2024-25 broadcast season.

Today, 16:02

[image: Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize]
Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize

The Big Door Prize returns to Apple TV+ for its second season later this month.

Today, 15:02

[image: Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix]
Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix

Heels, starring Stephen Amell and Alexander Ludwig, has landed at Netflix after Starz canceled the series in 2023.

Today, 14:02

[image: All three FBI series renewed by CBS]
All three FBI series renewed by CBS

Dick Wolf's trio of FBI dramas continues on CBS. FBI, FBI: Most Wanted and FBI: International have all been renewed by the network.

Today, 13:02

[image: Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date]
Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date

Prime Video has released the premiere of the controversial new drama series Fallout from Westworld creators Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy.

Today, 12:52
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